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We report high-sensitivity AC suseptibility measurements of the penetration depth in the Meiss-
ner state of the layered organi superondutor κ-(BEDT-TTF)2Cu[N(CN)2℄Br. We have studied
nominally pure single rystals from the two dierent syntheses and employed ontrolled ooling
proedures in order to minimize intrinsi remnant disorder at low temperatures assoiated with the
glass transition, aused by ordering of the ethylene moieties in BEDT-TTF moleule at T
G
= 75 K.
We nd that the optimal ooling proedures (slow ooling of -0.2 K/h or annealing for 3 days in the
region of T
G
) needed to establish the ground state, depend ritially on the sample origin indiat-
ing dierent relaxation times of terminal ethylene groups. We show that, in the ground state, the
behavior observed for nominally pure single rystals from both syntheses is onsistent with unon-
ventional d-wave order parameter. The in-plane penetration depth λ
in
(T ) is strongly linear, whereas
the out-of-plane omponent λ
out
(T ) varies as T 2. In ontrast, the behavior of single rystals with
long relaxation times observed after slow (-0.2 K/h) ooling is as expeted for a d-wave superon-
dutor with impurities (i.e. λ
in
(T ) ∝ λ
out
(T ) ∝ T 2) or might be also reasonably well desribed
by the s-wave model. Our results might reonile the ontraditory ndings previously reported by
dierent authors.
PACS numbers: 74.70.Kn, 74.25.Ha, 74.25.-q, 74.62.Bf
I. INTRODUCTION
Sine the disovery of superondutivity in κ-BEDT-
TTF based materials a deade ago
1,2
, the question of
pairing symmetry has remained as one of the most in-
triguing issues. From the very beginning, these mate-
rials have attrated a lot of interest, not only beause
they ahieved the highest superonduting (SC) tran-
sition temperatures (T
C
) among organi materials, but
also beause of their similarities to the high-temperature
uprate superondutors. First, the κ-(BEDT-TTF)2X
(abbreviated as κ-(ET)2X) are strongly anisotropi,
quasi-two-dimensional materials, with a very weak in-
terplane oupling. This feature is due to the rys-
talographi struture, in whih orthogonally aligned
BEDT-TTF dimers form 2D onduting layers sand-
wihed between the polymerized anion (X) layers. Se-
ond, antiferromagneti (AF) and SC phases our next
to one another, whih suggests that eletron orrela-
tions play signiant role in the establishment of the
ground state. Indeed, the ground state of κ-(BEDT-
TTF)2Cu[N(CN)2℄Cl material is an insulating AF phase
with mildly anted spins
3,4
, while the ground state
of κ-(BEDT-TTF)2Cu[N(CN)2℄Br (abbreviated as κ-
(ET)2Br) and κ-(BEDT-TTF)2Cu(NCS)2 (abbreviated
as κ-(ET)2NCS) is a SC phase. In the former, the applied
pressure supresses AF state and stabilizes SC state
5
,
whereas by deuterization of κ-(ET)2Br, the ground state
is gradually pushed from SC toward AF state
6
. The
phase diagram is, therefore, quite similar to that of the
uprates if doping is replaed by pressure or deuteriza-
tion. Third, the normal state has some properties that
are distint from onventional metals, supporting the im-
portane of the eletron orrelations. In partiular, the
Knight shift dereases signiantly below about 50 K sug-
gesting a suppression of density of states, that is the
appearane of a pseudogap near the Fermi energy
7
. A
broad dip in the eletroni density of states around Fermi
energy was also observed by STM measurements below
about the same temperature
8
. Further, there is a peak
in 1/T1T at about 50 K, where T1 is the nulear spin-
lattie relaxation time, whih suggests the presene of
short range AF orrelations
7
. This peak disappears un-
der pressure onomitantly with superondutivity.
The presene of signiant eletron orrelations
strongly favors the possibility of an unonventional SC.
Results in favor of d-wave order parameter have been ob-
tained by dierent experimental tehniques.
13
C NMR
measurements showed that the spin-lattie relaxation
rate follows T 3 dependene at very low temperatures.
This result, together with the Knight shift experiment,
provides evidene for spin singlet pairing with nodes in
the gap
9
. The low temperature spei heat
10
, as well
2as the thermal ondutivity
11
, also showed a power-law
behavior c
s
(T ) ∝ T 2 and κ(T ) ∝ T , respetively. Fur-
ther, magneti penetration depth λ(T ), measured by mi-
rowave avity perturbation
12
, muon-spin relaxation
13
,
tunnel diode osillator
14
and AC suseptibility
15,16
, also
displayed the power law behavior, usually in the form of
a T and/or a T 2 behavior for λ(T ) at low temperatures.
Reent angle resolved measurements of SC gap stru-
ture using STM
17
and thermal ondutivity
18
learly
showed the fourfold symmetry in the angular variation,
harateristi of the d-wave superonduting gap. Both
measurements have revealed that nodes are direted
along the diretions rotated by 45 degrees relative to
the in-plane rystal axes, indiating the dx2−y2-wave su-
perondutivity. Suh a nodal struture indiates that
both Fermi surfaes (oval-shape quasi-two-dimensional
hole ylinder band and an open quasi-one-dimensional
band
19
) should partiipate in SC pairing in ontrast with
theoretial preditions of superondutivity indued by
AF spin utuations
20
.
In ontrast, some other penetration depth
studies
21,22,23
, as well as the most reent spei
heat measurements
24,25
, led to results favoring on-
ventional s-wave order parameter. In partiular, a
strong-oupling s-wave order parameter was laimed to
be observed in the latter experiments.
The question arises what is the soure of the oniting
results and how ould this disrepany be resolved. As far
as experimental determination of λ(T ) in the mixed state
is onerned, the omplex vortex dynamis might present
a serious problem already at elds as low as 70300 Oe,
as pointed out by Lee et al.
26
. Further, additional om-
pliations might be due to an order-disorder transition
that bears glassy features, taking plae at T
G
≈ 75 K
for κ-(ET)2Br or at TG1 ≈ 70 K and TG2 ≈ 53 K for
κ-(ET)2NCS
27,28
. The transition region is situated be-
tween 65 K and 85 K, and between 45 K and 75 K for
κ-(ET)2Br and κ-(ET)2NCS systems, respetively. The
transition is asribed to the gradual freezing down of the
remaining motion of the ethylene groups of the BEDT-
TTF moleules that are thermally ativated at high tem-
peratures between the two possible onformations. That
is, the relative orientation of the outer C-C bonds an be
either elipsed or staggered. Upon lowering the temper-
ature, the former and latter are adopted for κ-(ET)2Br
and κ-(ET)2NCS, respetively. X-ray diration mea-
surements showed that at 125 K (CH2)2 groups are or-
dered in average in the whole bulk
29
. However, the pas-
sage through the region of glassy transition appears to
play a ruial role regarding the level of residual intrin-
si disorder at low temperatures. This might be also
due to the anomalous hanges in thermal expansion be-
havior inside the same temperature region
30,31
. Rapid
ooling rates are reeted in smaller resistivity ratio be-
tween T
G
and T
C
and larger resistivity humps entered
at about 60 K
6,32
. The understanding of transport prop-
erties in the normal state is further ompliated by the
fat that the standard resistivity behavior that resembles
a semionduting state above 100 K
33
, whereas it be-
omes metalli below, is not reported for all syntheses
34
.
In the latter ase, samples display a metalli behavior in
the whole temperature range between room temperature
(denoted as RT) and T
C
. In addition, indiations are
given that some Cu(II) may replae regular Cu(I) during
synthesis, aeting the resistivity behavior
35
. The or-
relation between dierent mean free path in samples of
dierent syntheses and presene of Cu(II) ions was also
suggested
36
. Further, sample dependene and relaxation
eets were also observed in the magnetization measure-
ment results for κ-(ET)2Br
37
. Samples of one synthesis
show two peaks in the magnetization vs. eld (M −H)
urve, in ontrast to rystals of another synthesis that
show only one. Finally, the observed anomalous ooling
rate dependene of M − H urve was attributed to the
hange in the resistivity urves and remnant disorder in
the sample.
In an attempt to reonile the existing ontraditions,
and determine the pairing symmetry of the genuine SC
ground state, we have undertaken an investigation that
overed a broad range of single rystals of various syn-
theses and in whih the inuene of thermal yling and
sample history was heked in arefully designed experi-
ments. We have performed a high-resolution AC susep-
tibility measurements in the Meissner state in the two
eld geometries, i.e. when AC eld was parallel and per-
pendiular to the rystal planes. A quantitative data
analysis, we have elaborated with srutiny to aount for
the demagnetization orretion in the latter geometry,
enabled us to get a full haraterization of eah sample
under study larifying in this way a previously suspeted
sample dependene. Indeed, our experiments unfold that
ooling proedures in the region of the glass transition,
neessary to establish the bulk SC ground state, ritially
depend on the sample origin. In partiular, our results
demonstrate that the low temperature state is ritially
determined by time sale of experiment in the region of
the glass transition, revealing in that way dierent relax-
ation times of terminal ethylene groups in samples from
two distint syntheses studied in the most detail. We
show that in the ground state, the behavior observed for
nominally pure single rystals from both syntheses is on-
sistent with unonventional d-wave order parameter, that
is the low-temperature in-plane and out-of-plane super-
uid density is proportional to T and T 2, respetively.
However, the behavior of the superuid density observed
after standard slow ooling for single rystals with long
relaxation times deviates from that found in the ground
state. It is as expeted for a d-wave superondutor with
impurities or might be reasonably well desribed by the
s-wave model. These results may give a solution to a
deade long mystery in regard to the symmetry pairing
in κ-BEDT-TTF superondutors. A preliminary report
was given in Ref. 38.
3FIG. 1: The κ-(ET)2Br (above) and its referene sample (be-
low).
II. EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUE
Measurements of the omplex AC suseptibility (χ =
χ′+ iχ′′) were performed using a ommerial AC susep-
tometer (CryoBIND/Sistemprojekt, Zagreb). The sen-
sitivity of the system, expressed in equivalent magneti
moment, was ∆m = 2 · 10−9 emu in the broad tempera-
ture range between 1.5 K and TC
39
. Measurements were
performed with H
AC
= 14 mOe at f = 231 Hz. Gold
0.07% iron - opper thermoouple was used as a ther-
mometer. The sample was plaed in the upper one of
the two idential seondary oils immersed in the liq-
uid helium bath, positioned in suh a way that applied
AC eld was either perpendiular or parallel to the on-
duting planes of the single rystals under study. In
the remainder of the paper, the ase of magneti eld
aligned with the b rystallographi axis, i.e. perpendi-
ular to the high onduting a rystallographi planes,
is denoted by H
AC
⊥ plane, while the ase of magneti
eld diretion laying inside the a rystallographi plane
is denoted by H
AC
‖ plane. In order to probe the sam-
ple in the Meissner state are was taken to redue the
amplitude of the AC eld (H
AC
) until the omponent
χ′(T ) was independent of H
AC
(H
AC
< 42 mOe) and
the χ′′(T ) omponent was negligible. No frequeny de-
pendene (13 Hz < f < 2 kHz) was observed for H
AC
<
1 Oe. In addition no inuene of the Earth's eld was ob-
served: runs performed with ompensation of the Earth's
eld gave the same results. This is in aordane with
the fat that the reported values for lower ritial mag-
neti eld HC1(T ), orreted for demagnetization, are
far above the Earth's eld H
E
for all temperatures below
8 K. In this temperature range HC1(T ) ≥ 10 Oe40, while
the value of the Earth's eld determined in our labora-
tory is H
E
≈ 0.36 Oe41.
The alibration of the system was performed with a
piee of speially and arefully designed Niobium foil,
whih we will refer to, in the remainder of the paper, as
the referene sample. For eah κ-(ET)2Br single rystal,
a speial referene sample was reated independently to
ensure that its dimensions and the shape were as lose
as possible to the original (see Fig. 1). We start with
the onventional formula, whih relates the indued volt-
age on the detetion oil U , the measured suseptibility
χ′
m
, the demagnetization fator D, the volume V and the
internal suseptibility χ′, that is χ′
m
orreted for the de-
magnetization eet 1/(1 +Dχ′):
U ∝ V χ′
m
= V
χ′
1 +Dχ′
. (1)
Here we have taken into aount that measured samples
are muh smaller than the detetion oil. If we use a on-
ventional alibration assumption that the suseptibility
for Niobium referene sample at low temperatures an
be taken to be -1, we an nally determine the internal
value of the suseptibility aording to formula
χ′ = −Vr
V
·
1
1−D
r
1
1+Dχ′
· U
U
r
(2)
where index r designates the referene sample. When
the AC eld was parallel to the rystal planes, the de-
magnetization eet ould be negleted, meaning that
the middle fator in Eq. (2) an be simply replaed by
unity. In order to orret the measured data for the de-
magnetization fator for the AC eld perpendiular to
the rystal planes, we have developed a method, whih
strongly redues the experimental error in χ′ to less than
1% and allows us to get the reliable absolute value of the
penetrated volume 1+χ′ for this geometry, as well. The
latter quantity diretly determines the penetration depth
and the superuid density, as we show in Setions III B
and III C. In the following, we argue and show that our
laim is justied.
Our starting point is that the referene sample repre-
sents a perfet opy of the sample under study (Fig. 1),
implying very lose values of respetive demagnetization
fators D and D
r
. Sine the κ-(ET)2Br sample is almost
ompletely diamagneti in this geometry, we an use the
approximation χ′ ≈ −1. Therefore, demagnetization ef-
fets for both samples must be very lose in value and
the middle fator in Eq. (2) in the rst order of approx-
imation an be replaed by unity. Further, in order to
improve preision and eliminate a small remaining dif-
ferene in demagnetization eet, the middle fator in
the seond order of approximation is alulated by the
following proedure. Both κ-(ET)2Br and the referene
sample were taken to be fully superonduting disks (that
is thin ylinders with aspet ratio of the length and the
diameter of about 0.4) with the same fae area and the
same thikness as their originals. We onsider the disk
approximation to be more suitable for desription of the
real sample than the elipsoid one, used by authors of
Ref. 6. We base this assertion on the fat that the for-
mer approximation better desribes rather sharp sample
edges, whih might give a substantial ontribution to the
demagnetization fator. The middle fator in Eq. (2) is
then given by the alulated ratio of diamagneti eets
4for these two bodies,
1
1−D
disk,r
/ 1
1−D
disk
. The systemati
error due to the approximation of the spei shape of
samples to the shape of the disk obviously anels out by
division. Numerial data for the demagnetization fator
for the disk were taken from the literature
42
.
In order to alulate the area and the thikness, di-
mensions of both κ-(ET)2Br and referene sample were
arefully measured with a high preision of 1%. The pre-
ision was veried by the following proedure. All sig-
niant Niobium referene sample dimensions were mea-
sured and the volume alulated. In addition, the same
referene sample was weighted and the volume alulated
using Niobium density, ρ
Nb
= 8.57 g/m3. The dierene
between two obtained values was always about 1%. Fi-
nally, the middle fator in Eq. (2) obtained in this way
diers from unity only for a few perent. This shows
that the alulation proedure and the starting assump-
tion are valid.
In the end, we estimate that our alibration proedure
for H
AC
⊥ plane is aurate in 1+χ′ to 33% for χ′ lose
to -1, and to about 50% for −0.96 > χ′ > −0.5. As for
the H
AC
‖ plane, auray in 1 + χ′ is estimated to be
about 15% for all measured low-temperature χ′ values.
Nominally pure single rystals of κ-(ET)2Br, origi-
nating from two dierent syntheses had dierent re-
sistivity ratios RR(75K/T
min
) for similar ooling rates
employed
34,43
. RR(75K/T
min
) = ρ(75K)/ρ
min
, where
ρ
min
is the resistivity measured at temperature just above
the SC transition. Single rystals with RR(75K/T
min
)
≈ 200 and ≈ 50 obtained by standard slow ooling rate
have been labelled as S1 and S2, respetively.
Three dierent ooling proedures were used to ool
samples from RT to 4.2 K. Speial are was taken in
the temperature range 60 K < T < 100 K, where relax-
ation proesses appear
27,28
. For Quenhed (denoted as
Q) state the sample was ooled down to liquid helium
temperature in about one minute, whih represents the
average speed of about -300 K/min. over the whole tem-
perature range. For Relaxed (denoted as R) state the
sample was rst ooled to 100 K in about 10 minutes.
Between 60 K and 100 K the ooling rate was arefully
monitored to amount to about -0.2 K/min. Below 60 K,
the sample was nally ooled to 4.2 K in a few minutes.
For the Annealed state (denoted as A) the sample was
ooled down to liquid nitrogen temperatures in about one
hour. Then it was kept between liquid nitrogen tempera-
ture and 100 K for three days. Finally, it was ooled down
to liquid helium temperature in a few minutes. Samples
used in this study were rhombi platelets with fae ar-
eas between 0.51 and 2.15 mm
2
and thikness between
0.29 and 0.70 mm.
III. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
A. Complex suseptibility
Our rst important result onerns the inuene of
ooling rate on the omponents of the omplex susepti-
bility in the SC state as a funtion of synthesis proedure.
We present the behavior obtained in two prinipal eld
geometries. That is H
AC
⊥ plane and H
AC
‖ plane, as
dened in Setion II. On the basis of our previous mea-
surements with the magneti eld aligned with the a and
 rystallographi axes
15
, we know that the spei ori-
entation within the a rystallographi plane does not
inuene the obtained result for the penetration depth
sine the out-of-plane omponent is a dominant ontri-
bution. Therefore, we always made sure that the eld
was aligned with the largest dimension of the platelet
fae in order to minimize the demagnetization fator.
Suseptibility data obtained for sample S1 for two dif-
ferent ooling rates are shown in Fig. 2. We identify the
R state, as the ground state. In the ground state, su-
perondutivity sets-in at 12.0 K and 11.5 K, for H
AC
⊥
plane and H
AC
‖ plane, respetively. We have already
reported dierene in TC , as well as anisotropy in the
suseptibility for H
AC
perpendiular and parallel to the
planes
15
. Here we report, to the best of our knowledge
for the rst time, the absolute suseptibility values in
both eld geometries. For H
AC
⊥ plane the sample re-
sponse is almost ompletely diamagneti, while forH
AC
‖
plane the suseptibility is somewhat smaller in magni-
tude. Next, our new result points to a huge eet of
ooling rate on the suseptibility value and T
C
. When
sample was ooled faster, the absolute value of susep-
tibility was smaller, and T
C
lower. In other words, the
diamagneti region shrinks in χ′ vs. T plot. This huge
eet is espeially emphasized for H
AC
‖ plane geome-
try, where the absolute χ′ value is almost an order of
magnitude smaller for Q state than for R state.
Suseptibility data obtained for sample S2 for three
dierent ooling rates are presented in Fig. 3. The rst
feature, reeting a dierent sample quality, is that the
ground state, haraterized as before by almost omplete
diamagneti response, is established in the A state, and
not, as in the ase of sample S1, in the R state. For a
purpose of larity, we will refer to the R state of sam-
ple S2 as the intermediate state
56
. The anisotropy of the
suseptibility in the ground state is somewhat larger for
sample S2 than for sample S1. The seond feature is in
that the ooling rate eet on the suseptibility value is
muh smaller for sample S2 ompared with the eets
obtained for sample S1 (see Fig. 2).
Finally, we point out that the χ′′(T ) omponent was
negligible, indiating learly that the measured samples
were in the Meissner state.
5FIG. 2: Sample S1: Real and imaginary part of suseptibility
for Relaxed (R) and Quenhed (Q) state in (a) H
AC
⊥ plane
and (b) H
AC
‖ plane geometry. The arrow in (a) illustrate
the upper limit of the systemati error.
B. Penetration depth
Further, we analyse suseptibility data for hereabove
desribed single rystals of dierent quality in order to
get the penetration depth temperature behavior and the
values at zero temperature. In H
AC
‖ plane geometry we
have already argued that the in-plane penetration depth
λ
in
an be negleted in analysis and that the out-of-plane
penetration depth λ
out
an be obtained from the susep-
tibility data using the formula for a thin superonduting
FIG. 3: Sample S2: Real and imaginary part of suseptibility
for Annealed (A), Relaxed (R) and Quenhed (Q) state in
(a) H
AC
⊥ plane and (b) H
AC
‖ plane geometry. The arrows
in (a) illustrate the upper limit of the systemati error.
plate in a parallel eld
15
(see Fig. 4(a))
1 + χ′ =
2λ
out
l
out
tanh
(
l
out
2λ
out
)
(3)
Now we address in more detail H
AC
⊥ plane geometry.
The magneti eld is stritly perpendiular to the on-
duting planes, so is the responding magnetization that
expels it out of the bulk. The resultant irulating su-
perurrents will therefore ow within planes, whih will
only give ontribution to λ
in
(see Fig. 4(b)). In order to
obtain an appropriate formula for the analysis, we start
with the generalization of Eq. (3). We take into aount
that the ratio between the doubled penetration depth
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FIG. 4: Simplied depition of the sample in the magneti
eld (a) H
AC
‖ plane and (b) H
AC
⊥ plane. Shaded parts of
the sample represent the volume penetrated by the magneti
eld. Condition λ
out
/λ
in
≫ l
in
/l
out
in (a) ensures that λ
in
an be negleted in the analysis
15
.
2λ
out
and the sample width in the diretion of eld pen-
etration l
out
is the ratio between the volume penetrated
by the magneti eld V
P
and the whole sample volume
V . Therefore,
1 + χ′ =
V
P
V
tanh
V
V
P
. (4)
We note that, if the sample has the shape of the
platelet, the magneti eld penetrates along the whole
edge of the fae. We an rewrite Eq. (4) as
1 + χ′ =
Cλ
in
A
tanh
A
Cλ
in
, (5)
where C is irumferene, A area of the platelet fae and
λ
in
the in-plane penetration depth (see Fig. 4(b)).
Our seond important result onerns the tempera-
ture dependene of λ
in
and λ
out
in the ground state as
a funtion of the synthesis proedure. In Figs. 5 and 6
we show the inuene of ooling rate on the anisotropi
penetration depth as a funtion of the sample quality.
Note that in the ground state of both samples S1 and S2
the temperature dependene of λ
in
and λ
out
at tem-
peratures below about 5 K is well desribed by the T
and T 2 law, respetively. The upper bound of the t
range (5 K) is given by the general requirement that
the genuine low-temperature behaviour of the penetra-
tion depth is stritly obeyed only far from the ritial
region lose to T
C
. The full lines orrespond to the al-
ulated t to the power law behavior in the temperature
range 1.6 K < T < 5 K
λ
in
= k
in
(
T
TC
)
+ λ
in
(0) (6)
λ
out
= k
out
(
T
TC
)2
+ λ
out
(0). (7)
We get k
in
= 5.2 µm, λ
in
(0) = 1.5±0.5µm, k
out
= 56 µm,
λ
out
(0) = 53 ± 10µm and k
in
= 2.8 µm, λ
in
(0) = 1.1 ±
FIG. 5: Sample S1: (a) In-plane and (b) out-of-plane pene-
tration depth for Relaxed (R) and Quenhed (Q) state. Full
lines represent the t to the power law behavior, while the
arrow in (a) illustrate the upper limit of the systemati error.
0.4µm, k
out
= 69 µm, λ
out
(0) = 85±10µm for S1 and S2,
respetively. The penetration depth values at 0 K, λ(0),
observed in the ground states of both samples, are in
a very good aordane with values for the penetration
depths given in the literature
12,14,15,23,26,44,45,46
.
A speial attention should be given to the relative
hange of the penetration depth at low temperatures,
η(T ) = (λ(T ) − λ(0))/λ(0). We denote the deviation of
λ
in
(T ) and λ
out
(T ) from their values at 0 K, in units
of λ(0), as η
in
(T ) and η
out
(T ), respetively. We nd
that η
in
(5K) = 1.4, η
out
(5K) = 0.19 and η
in
(5K) = 1.1,
η
out
(5K) = 0.15 in the ground state of samples S1 and S2,
respetively. First we note that η values are in perfet a-
7FIG. 6: Sample S2: (a) In-plane and (b) out-of-plane pene-
tration depth for Annealed (A), Relaxed (R) and Quenhed
(Q) state. Full lines represent the t to the power law behav-
ior, while the arrows in (a) illustrate the upper limit of the
systemati error.
ordane for both samples onrming that they are in the
same  ground  state. Seond, a dierene between η
in
and η
out
values for almost an order of magnitude proves
a strong anisotropy in physial properties between the
two orientations. This also onrms our hoie for the
exponent in the power law in Eqs. (6) and (7).
Finally, our third important result onerns the inter-
mediate state (R state in sample S2), for whih we get
η
in
(5K) = 0.13, η
out
(5K) = 0.10. Unlike for the ground
state, the temperature dependenes of λ
in
and λ
out
are
so similar that they annot be any longer desribed by
dierent power laws as was the ase in the ground state.
The obvious solution is to try to t both penetration
depths to the T 2 power law behavior
λ
in
= k
in
(
T
TC
)2
+ λ
in
(0) (8)
λ
out
= k
out
(
T
TC
)2
+ λ
out
(0), (9)
whih suggests a d-wave superondutor with impuri-
ties. We get k
in
= 9.2 µm, λ
in
(0) = 12 ± 6µm, and
k
out
= 58 µm, λ
out
(0) = 110 ± 20µm. We point out
that the t to the s-wave model desribe our data al-
most equally well (see Setion III C). On the other hand,
the s-wave model fails ompletely for the penetration
depth temperature dependenes in the ground state of
both samples S1 and S2.
Now we omment penetration depth results for Q state.
We nd that η
in
(5K) = 0.11, η
out
(5K) = 0.12 and
η
in
(5K) = 0.16, η
out
(5K) = 0.10 for samples S1 and S2,
respetively. Here we apply the same arguments as in
the ase of the intermediate state and t both λ
in
and
λ
out
to the T 2 power law behavior (Eqs. (8) and (9)). We
get λ
in
(0) = 100 ± 50µm, λ
out
(0) = 830 ± 100µm, and
λ
in
(0) = 24± 12µm, λ
out
(0) = 170± 20µm for sample S1
and S2, respetively. The fat that these ts desribe
the penetration depth data well again suggests a d-wave
superondutor with impurities. Further, it should be
noted that (i) λ(0) values are larger for Q state than
for the intermediate state, suggesting a larger disorder in
the former state, (ii) λ(0) values for sample S1 are signif-
iantly larger than ones for S2, suggesting signiantly
larger disorder in the former sample in Q state. Finally,
the result that λ
out
(0) for sample S1 is lose to the rys-
tal size indiates that the bulk superondutivity is not
established, allowing us to dene the boundary between
bulk and nonbulk SC at χ′ = −0.7 for H
AC
⊥ plane.
State λ
in
(0) λ
out
(0) k
in
k
out
η
in
(5K) η
out
(5K)
(µm) (µm) (µm) (µm)
Sample S1
R 1.5± 0.5 53± 10 5.2 56 1.4 0.19
Q 100± 50 830± 100 60 480 0.11 0.12
Sample S2
A 1.1± 0.4 85± 10 2.8 69 1.1 0.15
R 12± 6 110 ± 20 9.2 58 0.13 0.10
Q 24± 12 170 ± 20 22 88 0.16 0.10
TABLE I: Penetration depth properties, as dened in Text,
for (i) Sample S1 in Relaxed (ground) and Quenhed state,
(ii) Sample S2 in Annealed (ground), Relaxed (intermediate)
and Quenhed state.
C. Superuid density
In the following, we address the temperature depen-
dane of the superuid density in order to get informa-
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FIG. 7: Sample S1: (a) In-plane and (b) out-of-plane super-
uid density for the ground (R) state. Solid line is a t to the
polinomial expression. A large noise in ρ
s,in
is due to small
values of λ
in
(0) (see Text).
tion on the symmetry of the superonduting state. We
onstrut the in-plane superuid density ρ
s,in
and out-of-
plane superuid density ρ
s,out
as
ρ
s,in
=
(
λ
in
(0)
λ
in
(T )
)2
(10)
ρ
s,out
=
(
λ
out
(0)
λ
out
(T )
)2
(11)
ρ
s,in
and ρ
s,out
for the ground state of sample S1 (es-
tablished in the R state) and for the ground state of
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FIG. 8: Sample S2: (a) In-plane and (b) out-of-plane super-
uid density for the ground (A) state. Solid line is a t to the
polinomial expression. A large noise in ρ
s,in
is due to small
values of λ
in
(0) (see Text).
sample S2 (established in the A state) as a funtion of
redued temperature t = T/T
C
are displayed in Figs. 7
and 8, respetively. There is a strong resemblane in the
behavior found for both samples. Note that the leading
terms, whih desribe the low temperature behavior, are
T and T 2 term for ρ
s,in
and ρ
s,out
, respetively
15
. This is
to be expeted, beause T and T 2 terms desribe the low
temperature behavior of the λ
in
and λ
out
in the ground
state. If we expand the leading term to the full poly-
nomial, in order to t the superuid density data in the
9whole temperature region below T
C
, we nally obtain for
sample S1
ρ
s,in
= 1− 1.95t+ 1.45t3 − 0.09t4 − 0.41t5 (12)
ρ
s,out
= 1− 1.88t2 − 0.73t3 + 4.47t4 − 2.86t5, (13)
and for sample S2
ρ
s,in
= 1− 1.68t+ 0.78t3 + 0.16t4 − 0.26t5 (14)
ρ
s,out
= 1− 1.45t2 + 2.98t3 − 5.38t4 + 2.84t5. (15)
Taking into aount a relatively large experimental er-
ror in the penetration depth values (see Figs. 5 and 6),
the leading oeient values might be onsidered to be
almost the same. In addition to the systemati error,
there is also a noise, whih is a mere onsequene of the
fat that ρ
s,in
is alulated aording to the expression
ρ
s,in
(T ) = (λ
in
(0)/λ
in
(T ))2, so that the absolute noise in
ρ
s,in
is proportional to the relative noise in the penetra-
tion depth data. That implies a larger noise for smaller
values of λ
in
(0), whih beomes substantial for λ
in
(0) of
the order of 1µm. Finally, we point out that the shape of
urves for the in-plane and the out-of-plane penetration
depth in the ground state are qualitatively dierent from
the s-wave dependene.
The behavior for the in-plane ρ
s,in
and out-of-plane su-
peruid density ρ
s,out
for the intermediate state of sam-
ple S2 (established in R state) is displayed in Fig. 9.
Here, ρ
s,in
data are insensitive to the systemati error at
low temperatures, sine the orretion for λ
in
drops out
from the expression for ρ
s,in
. Note that the leading term,
desribing the low temperature behavior, is T 2 term for
both the in-plane and out-of-plane superuid density:
ρ
s,in
= 1− 1.69t2 + 2.77t3 − 5.05t4 + 2.97t5 (16)
ρ
s,out
= 1− 1.02t2 + 1.34t3 − 2.50t4 + 1.18t5 (17)
In order to demonstrate the fat that the superuid den-
sity behavior in the intermediate state is also rather lose
to the dependene expeted for the s-wave order param-
eter behavior, the s-wave model dependene is added as
a dashed line for both orientations.
IV. DISCUSSION
We start disussion by pointing out that the well-
dened, ground state properties - omplex suseptibil-
ity, penetration depth and superuid density - were es-
sentially reproduible for all studied single rystals from
both syntheses S1 and S2. Cooling rate dependent ef-
fets were also reproduible, but the observed behavior
was the same only for single rystals from the same syn-
thesis, while it diered signiantly from the observed
behavior for single rystals from the other synthesis.
First, we would like to omment on the anisotropy in
T
C
. As in the previously published paper
15
, we have
established that ∆T
C
= 0.5 K for H
AC
⊥ and H
AC
‖
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FIG. 9: Sample S2: (a) In-plane and (b) out-of-plane super-
uid density for the intermediate (R) state. Solid line is a
t to the polinomial expression, and dashed line presents the
s-wave model (see Text).
plane geometry annot be asribed to the experimental
error. We suggest that this anisotropy might be the on-
sequene of the fat that the diamagneti shielding is no
longer eetive for H
AC
‖ plane geometry in the range of
0.5 K below T
C
, whih is due to small sample dimensions
and huge out-of-plane (Josephson-like) penetration depth
near T
C
. However, we point out that T
C
anisotropy has
negligible eets, if any, to our data analysis, whih is pri-
marily done in the low-temperature region, and therefore
does not inuene the resulting onlusions.
10
Seond, we address the observed dierenes in ool-
ing rate eets between samples S1 and S2. As pointed
out earlier, both samples show the same behavior in the
ground state: almost full diamagnetism forH
AC
⊥ plane,
the same temperature dependene and zero-temperature
value of the in-plane and the out-of-plane penetration
depth, as well as the same superuid density tempera-
ture dependene. However, we note that sample S2 re-
quired a ompletely dierent ooling proedure with sig-
niantly longer time spent in the temperature region
around 80 K, ompared to sample S1, in order to a-
omplish the ground state. Moreover, sample S2 is muh
less sensitive to the ooling rate. That is, the dier-
ene regarding low-temperature suseptibility and zero-
temperature penetration depth values between A and
Q states for sample S2 is muh smaller than the dierene
between R and Q states for sample S1. Both features
indiate that (i) the low-temperature state is ritially
determined by the time sale of experiment in the region
of glass transition and (ii) relaxation times of ethylene
groups in the single rystals originating from synthesis S2
are muh longer than the ones in the single rystals orig-
inating from synthesis S1. When the applied time sale
is muh longer than the relaxation time of the ethylene
moieties, the low-temperature state is the ground state.
In ontrast, if the relaxation time exeeds the time sale
of experiment, remnant disorder at low temperatures will
be substantial and Q state will be established. Dierent
relaxation times of ethylene groups might also explain
why the resistivity ratio RR(75K/T
min
) is muh larger
for samples from synthesis S1 when standard slow ooling
rate is applied. At this stage, we an only speulate about
the possible origin of dierent relaxation times. The ex-
perimental observations that the rystals from synthe-
sis S2 show weak metalli behavior, instead of a semi-
onduting behavior between RT and 100 K observed
for samples of synthesis S1, might be of the same origin.
Sine the RT resistivity values do not dier substantially,
we propose that the subtle loal variations of impurity
level in nominally pure samples from dierent syntheses
might be responsible for the observed dierenes.
Next we omment on the behavior of the in-plane su-
peruid density in the ground state. The temperature de-
pendene of the in-plane superuid density for the d-wave
superonduting order parameter ∆(~k) = ∆cos(2φ),
where φ is the angle between the quasipartile momen-
tum
~k and the ~a axis, within the weak oupling theory is
given by
15,47
ρ
s,in
(t) ≈ 1− 0.6478t− 0.276t3 (18)
The oeient a of the leading term t in ρ
s,in
= 1−at+. . .
depends strongly on the ratio of the superonduting
transition temperature and the zero temperature super-
onduting order parameter. A omparison of values for
a in Eq. (18) to those in Eqs. (12) and (14) suggests that
the superonduting order parameter at T = 0 K is muh
smaller than that predited by the weak-oupling limit.
As a result, this would also imply that the nodal region,
FIG. 10: Superuid density in d + s-wave model for a few
values of the s-wave omponent parameter r.
whih volume is inversely proportional to the angular
slope of the gap near the node
48 µ = 1/∆·d∆(φ)/dφ|
node
,
oupies a muh larger fration of the phase spae at low
temperatures. We point out that we have reahed the
same onlusion already on the basis of previously ob-
tained results
15
. In the latter ase, we did not evalu-
ate λ
in
(0) from our measurements, but rather we used
the values reported in the literature. Following the same
proedure as in Ref. 15, we an again use unalibrated
data from present measurements and alulate the devi-
ation of λ
in
from the minimum value at the lowest at-
tainable temperature λ
in
(T ) − λ
in
(T
min
)15. Then, if we
take the penetration depth value at 0 K given in the
literature
23,44,45,46
, λ
in
(0) ≈ 1µm, we get the same re-
sult, that is the leading oeient is muh larger than ex-
peted in the weak-oupling model. In addition, we point
out that the same behavior of ρ
in
for λ
in
(0) ≤ 1.3µm was
reported by Carrington et al.
14
. They pointed out that
only at λ
in
(0) ≥ 1.8µm the slope beomes similar to the
one reported for high-T
C
uprate superondutors and
expeted in the weak oupling model. From our present
data, we get λ
in
(0) ≈ 3µm for the rossover in-plane pen-
etration depth value.
One possibility to interpret our results is to on-
sider the mixture of d-wave and s-wave order parameter,
whih orresponds to the superonduting order parame-
ter∆(~k) = ∆(cos(2φ)+r), with r representing the s-wave
omponent
49
. In this ase the leading linear oeient a
inreases with the inrease of r aording to the expres-
sion:
a =
2 ln 2
2.14
√
1− r2 exp
[
2r2
1 + 2r2
]
(19)
The shapes of the superuid density urves for several
11
values of parameter r are given in Fig. 10. For our re-
sults, |r| ≈ 0.7 gives a very good agreement, whih is, on
the other hand, theoretially very unlikely. Reently, an
admixture of s-wave omponent with r = −0.067 for κ-
(BEDT-TTF)Cu(NCS)2 was suggested
49
from the anal-
ysis of the angular dependent magnetothermal ondu-
tivity data
18
. These data suggest that the dx2−y2-wave
instead of dxy-wave pairing is responsible for superon-
dutivity in the κ-(ET)2X materials. This implies that
both Fermi surfaes partiipate in pairing in ontrast to
previous assumption
50
. Sine in the former ase the spin
utuation model for the κ-(ET)2X materials no longer
desribes the superondutivity pairing, the origin should
be found elsewhere. Coulomb interation, whih is re-
sponsible for the d-wave superondutivity, gives rise to
both spin and harge utuations, so the obvious solu-
tion appears to be that harge utuations play the prin-
ipal role in the κ-(ET)2X superondutivity. The value
r = −0.07 suggests that the nodal lines in ∆(~k) pass
through the gap between two Fermi surfaes. This is
onsistent with the d+ s-wave model in whih the super-
ondutivity is due to harge utuations between dier-
ent groups of dimers. On the other hand, for r ≈ −0.7,
the nodal diretions ross the 2D irular Fermi surfae,
and for r ≈ 0.7, the nodal diretions ross the 1D Fermi
surfae. If d+ s superondutivity model is generated by
harge utuations, suh a senario is unlikely to work,
sine this implies the strong intra Coulomb repulsion in
eah energy band.
Now, we address the behavior of the in-plane super-
uid density in the intermediate state (Fig. 9). Con-
sidering the polynomial t in Eq. (16), we see that the
in-plane superuid density appears to t very well the
d-wave model with impurity sattering in the unitary
limit
51,52,53
. However, there is a serious disrepany be-
tween our experimental data and the impurity model.
First of all, we asribe the dierene between A state
(ground state), R state (intermediate state) and Q state
to the residual degree of the ethylene disorder. Annealed
state we disussed is the ground state with the least dis-
order in the ethylene groups. It is natural to assume that
the ethylene disorder gives rise to the quasipartile sat-
tering, whih hanges the t-linear dependene of ρ
s,in
into
the t-squared dependene. But this is in ontradition
with the well established fat that a small disorder de-
presses T
C
dramatially
51,52
. In our experiment, it seems
that T
C
is pratially unaeted by the ethylene disor-
der for the intermediate state, ahieved by slow ooling
of -0.2 K/min. in the region of the glass transition. Fur-
ther, taking into aount the fat that the λ(0) inreases
for at least by a fator of 6, superonduting eletron
density at 0 K, n
s
(0) ∝ λ−2(0), dereases at least by a
fator of 36. A simple impurity model annot desribe
the surprising ombination of these two features. On the
other hand, the results for other low-temperature states
ahieved by ooling rates q
C
< −1 K/min. for sample S1,
and for Q state in sample S2 are more onsistent with
the theory. In these ases both T
C
, χ′(0) and therefore
λ(0) are onomitantly inuened by the remnant ethy-
lene disorder. However, it is still diult to orrelate the
observed behavior to the impurity model quantitatively.
This disrepany might indiate that the degree of disor-
der at low temperatures, as dened by the ooling rate
in the region of the glass transition, has also a profound
inuene on eletroni orrelations, responsible for SC
pairing. At this point we would like to reall the result
of Kund et al.
30
showing hanges in the rystal struture
parameters in the region of the glass transition. It might
be that these hanges are also suseptible to the ooling
rate. In addition, authors of Ref. 6 have pointed out that
the role of disorder in this lass of superondutors might
be dierent than in the other unonventional superon-
dutors due to the viinity of the Mott insulator in the
phase diagram.
Coming bak to the intermediate state, we suggest
that the indiation of the derease in the superondut-
ing eletron density may be related to the redution of
the superondutivity volume. It has been already re-
ported that ooling rates ombined by progressive deuter-
ation inuene the low-temperature eletroni state in κ-
(ET)2Br samples
6,54
. Deuterated κ-(ET)2Br system is
situated in the ritial region between an insulating AF
transition at 15 K and a SC transition at 11.5 K. Despite
the slow ooling rate, the deuterated sample gives almost
the same T
C
as in the hydrogenated κ-(ET)2Br system,
the SC state is not fully established in the bulk. Note
that this results strongly resembles what we observed for
S2 samples in the intermediate (R) state. In addition,
a gradual derease of the suseptibility below T
C
in the
deuterated system strongly indiates the inhomogenous
nature of the SC state. This is in ontrast to what we ob-
serve in sample S2, in whih the suseptibility urves are
rather sharp even in Q state. More rapid ooling rates
indue a derease of T
C
and a substantial derease of SC
volume fration. Authors of Refs. 6,54 have argued that
sine the eletroni spei heat of rapidly ooled deuter-
ated samples did not show any nite eletroni ontribu-
tion at low temperatures, the missing part of superon-
duting phase should be onsidered to be the magneti
insulating phase. The question arises if their onlusion
might also be valid in the hydrogenated system. Tak-
ing into aount the struture of the phase diagram of
this lass of superondutors
5
, we think that this might
be the ase. However, spei heat data under arefully
ontrolled ooling yles are needed to resolve this issue.
The most intriguing fat about Fig. 9 is that in the
intermediate state the observed data ould be well de-
sribed by the s-wave model as well. This gives a possible
explanation for the ontraditory ndings in favor of the
s-wave and d-wave model in the same material. The be-
havior is obviously strongly inuened by both thermal
history as well as synthesis, whih suggests that the same
material was not measured in the same low-temperature
state. We hope that our results ould ontribute to re-
onile ontraditory ndings met in the past.
12
V. CONCLUSION
The level of residual disorder and eletroni properties
at low temperatures are ritially determined by the time
sale of experiment in the region of the glassy transition
and the sample synthesis. This fat imposes an addi-
tional requirement to get a reliable desription of the SC
state and that is to perform a full haraterization of
the SC state in the sample under study in the same well
dened and ontrolled ooling onditions. The origin of
the observed dierenes an be attributed to the residual
ethylene disorder, whih might be theoretially onsid-
ered as the impurity eet.
The in-plane superuid density of the ground state
with the lowest residual ethylene disorder exhibits lear
T -linear dependene, whih is onsistent with the d-wave
model and in ontradition with the s-wave model. The
leading T -linear oeient is muh larger than the one
expeted for the weak-oupling d-wave model. The d+s-
wave model an remove this numerial disrepany. How-
ever, rather large s-wave omponent needed to t our
data is not onsistent with the reent thermal ondutiv-
ity results.
On the other hand, the in-plane superuid density
of the intermediate state ahieved by slow ooling of -
0.2 K/min. in samples of one synthesis, as well as in the
states ahieved by rapid ooling rates (q
C
< −1 K/min.)
in all studied samples, learly exhibits the T -squared de-
pendene, onsistent with d-wave superondutivity in
presene of impurities. In the intermediate state, the
same T
C
as in the ground state is aompanied by a rel-
atively large redution in the superonduting eletron
density, whih annot be explained within the standard
impurity model. In the rapidly ooled states, T
C
does re-
due onomitantly with λ(0), still the depression of T
C
is quantitatively too small and the redution of the su-
peronduting eletron density is too large. More work,
both theoretial and experimental, is needed to be done
to resolve these issues.
Finally, the in-plane superuid density data in the in-
termediate state an be relatively well tted to the s-wave
model data as well. This fat gives a possible explanation
for the ontraditory ndings in favor of s-wave and d-
wave model in the same material and will hopefully on-
tribute to a long awaiting onsensus regarding the pairing
symmetry in the κ-(BEDT-TTF) based superondutors.
In this irumstane, spei heat measurements in the
same well dened and ontrolled ooling onditions are
highly desirable.
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